APPENDIX A

PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT

OCEAN CARRIER EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION, INC. ("OCEMA")

CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS MANAGEMENT LLC ("CCM")

AFFILIATES OF CCM:

CHICAGO OHIO VALLEY CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS POOL LLC

DENVER CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS POOL LLC

FLORIDA CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS POOL LLC

GULF CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS POOL LLC

MID-SOUTH CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS POOL LLC

MIDWEST CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS POOL LLC

SOUTH ATLANTIC CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS POOL LLC

OCEAN COMMON CARRIER PARTIES IN THEIR INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY AND AS MEMBERS OF OCEMA:

1. A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S trading under the name of Maersk Line
   50, Esplanaden
   DK-1098 Copenhagen, Denmark

2.a. APL Co. Pte Ltd.

b. American President Lines, Ltd.
   1111 Broadway
   Floor 9
   Oakland, California 94607

*Parties shall be treated as one party for all purposes under this Agreement.
APPENDIX B

POOLS UNDER DEVELOPMENT, ESTABLISHED, AND/OR OPERATED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT AND AREAS OF POTENTIAL COVERAGE*

Denver Consolidated Chassis Pool LLC (covering Denver, CO and surrounding areas and other Rocky Mountain locations, including Salt Lake City, UT)

Florida Consolidated Chassis Pool LLC (covering Tampa, FL and surrounding areas)

Mid-South Consolidated Chassis Pool LLC (covering Memphis, TN, Nashville, TN, and surrounding areas)

South Atlantic Consolidated Chassis Pool LLC (covering one or more ports in the States of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida range, and inland areas in the Southeastern United States)

Midwest Consolidated Chassis Pool LLC (covering Kansas City, MO, St. Louis, MO. and surrounding areas)

Gulf Consolidated Chassis Pool LLC (covering one or more ports in the States of Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi, and Alabama, and inland areas in Texas and the Gulf of Mexico region of the United States.

Chicago Ohio Valley Consolidate Chassis Pool LLC (covering Chicago, IL, Cincinnati, OH, Cleveland, OH, Columbus, OH, Marysville, OH, Milwaukee, WI, Detroit, MI, Indianapolis, IN, Louisville, KY and surrounding areas)

* -- All Pools shown may cover all or part of the geographic scope shown. Inclusion of a Pool herein does not constitute a requirement to establish a Pool at a particular location or to do so on a particular date.